Reducing
poverty,
Giving hope

Why we exist
We believe that the supply of basic needs like affordable
clean energy, clean water and sanitation contribute to
the solution of many problems in Lebanon. Through a
huge number of small scale projects targeting the areas
of energy, environment, community, water, solar and
education, we want to help people in Lebanon now while contributing to a better future.

Our vision:
To reduce poverty
of people in
Lebanon through
affordable
and clean water &
energy

We are driven by a desire to help people in
Lebanon. We believe that water treatment
to provide quality drinking water combined
with clean energy can contribute to shortterm relief and be a key driver for a better
environment in Lebanon in the long run. We
aspire to reduce suffering and provide clean
water with clean energy through tangible
projects that reach people directly.

The purpose of the association is
the support of people in need,
social and educational institutions or associations and financially weak communities in Lebanon. Beyond the direct aid,
through our initiative and projects we hope to plant seeds for
economic and social development.

Our team
What we believe in

„Helping people, in partnership
and solidarity.“
Abdul-Rahman Adib Chairman

„The power of people.“
Rana Adib Deputy Chairwoman

„Everyone can contribute.
Together we can make a difference.“
Patrick Merhi Treasurer

„Cooperation and contribution are to the
benefit for all.“
Mahmoud Chatah Founding Member

„Do what you love. – And do it with love.“
Rabieh Adib Founding Member

„Our individual quality of life depends
primarily on us and on our supporters.“
Barbara Frei Founding Member

„If you change nothing, nothing changes.“
Jean Abed Founding Member

„Never stop believing, never give up.“
Mustapha Mikati Founding Member

At Power for People in Lebanon, we are diverse by
definition: we are an apolitical intergenerational,
intercultural and cross-sectoral association. As
non-profit association, Power for People in Lebanon depends on people who invest their energy,
know-how & money to reduce the suffering in Lebanon. This is why we are thankful and appreciate
the contributions of each donor, each member and
especially our active team that makes this vision
come true.

Contact us
If you want to contribute
or get involved, please
get in touch with our team.
People in Lebanon need
your support!
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